
An INTRODUCTION to THE SAGA online game to help and 
support veterans when trauma memories and PTSD 

interfere with their LIVES.

SAGA is an online social networking game that allows veterans 
to tell their story in a graphic novel format.  SAGA works to 
stop trauma from interfering with veterans‛ day-to-day life.   
The game helps veterans learn how to make comics even if 
they have no drawing skills.  

                 

If you want help dealing with your  trauma or PTSD

24/7 VA Hotline, all calls answered by combat Veterans:
 1-877-WAR-VETS (1-877-927-8387)

                             For more information email saga@sift.net
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This comic provides a quick introduction to the SAGA online comic creation 
game.   As a player, you start with simple tools to quickly create comics and as 
you “LEVEL UP,” you get access to better tools and more detailed artwork.

You can just use SAGA to create comics, but SAGA is a game with a purpose.   
Creating a story about what happened to you in traumatic situations can 
help you organize those events in a comic so that you can look at them and 
understand them.    Understanding traumatic memories helps you shelve those 
memories so they stop intruding on your daily life.    Obviously, working with 
painful memories can be pretty intense. SAGA balances intense exercises 
with fun exercises to create comics that will help you organize those 
memories.

Currently, the SAGA design is undergoing review for funding.   If you are 
interested in SAGA, please email saga@sift.net to get more information.
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